Consecutive transcranial magnetic stimulation twitches reduce flow limitation during sleep in apnoeic patients.
What is the central question of this study? A transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)-induced twitch applied on isolated single breaths over the motor cortex somatotopic representation of the tongue briefly recruits submental muscles and improves airflow dynamics of flow-limited respiratory cycles without arousing sleep apnoea patients. However, the mechanical impact of the TMS-induced twitch applied during consecutive breathing cycles on airflow dynamics remains unknown. What is the main finding and what is its importance? Our results show that application of TMS with the stimulator output set at the sleep submental motor threshold intensity on consecutive respiratory cycles increases inspiratory flow and reduces the turbulent airflow component. These results indicate an improvement of airflow pattern after two single consecutive TMS-induced twitches without arousing sleep apnoea patients. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)-induced twitches applied on isolated breaths briefly recruit upper airway dilator muscles and improve airflow and inspiratory volume without arousing apnoeic patients from sleep, but the effects of applying such twitches consecutively on airflow dynamics is unknown. The objective of this study was to quantify the effects of five consecutive TMS-induced twitches applied on sleep-induced obstructive hypopnoeic breaths in 10 obstructive sleep apnoea patients. Submental muscle motor threshold (SUBMT) and motor-evoked potential were measured during wakefulness and sleep. The TMS-induced twitches were applied during stable non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, at the beginning of inspiration of consecutive flow-limited respiratory cycles, with the stimulator output set at sleep SUBMT. Maximal inspiratory flow, inspiratory volume, inspiratory time, shifts of electroencephalogram frequency and pulse rate variability were assessed. During sleep, SUBMT increased (wakefulness, 25.3 ± 4.9%; NREM sleep, 27.0 ± 6.2%; P = 0.02). During each series of stimulations there was a rise in maximal inspiratory flow (from 306.7 ± 123.2 to 359.8 ± 154.1 ml s(-1); P = 0.0002) and in inspiratory volume (from 346.1 ± 128.1 to 414.9 ± 171.2 ml; P = 0.02) without differences in thoraco-abdominal efforts and inspiratory time. These responses were observed in the absence of arousals and ceased immediately after TMS interruption. Transcranial magnetic stimulation-induced cortical and/or autonomic arousal was observed in 30.2% of all series of stimulation. Consecutive twitch TMS of submental muscles may lead to arousals in a minority of patients but can be applied on consecutive respiratory cycles during sleep and can significantly improve maximal inspiratory flow and inspiratory volume of flow-limited cycles.